The arithmetic portions of almost all modern processor architectures are of very similar design. We use the term "traditional" to describe this design, the primary characteristics of which are native support for integer and floating-point number types and special disjoint instructions and hardware for each supported type. Decades of refinement have endowed this traditional arithmetic architecture with high performance, but also certain inherent limitations.

The highly-specific instruction sets and circuitry that provide optimized performance for supported number types, also make it difficult to synthesize unsupported number types and manipulate them in an efficient manner. This trait also applies when using supported number types for arbitrary ranges greater than those directly implemented by the processor.

In this thesis we present an alternative to the traditional computer arithmetic architecture, designed to address the limitations of the traditional approach while preserving most of its benefits.

Instead of the specific number representation support provided by the instructions, hardware and native data types in a traditional ALU/FPU pair, we define a single data type, the XLU digit that forms a base from which other number types may be easily derived, along with a set of instruction primitives from which basic arithmetic operations may be efficiently realized.
Our data type has a signed-digit representation, which allows algorithms for addition, subtraction and multiplication to achieve a high degree of parallelism at the primitive instruction level. The instruction primitives and algorithms are designed to hide or eliminate as much branching as possible, further increasing instruction-level independence.

We provide details of the data type, an overview of the set of instruction primitives, and a discussion of how to use those instruction primitives to perform basic arithmetic algorithms for addition, subtraction and multiplication. We also give examples for three derived number representations; integer, fixed-point and floating-point numbers.

We believe that our approach of building from a unified base provides flexibility and scalability beyond that of the traditional arithmetic architecture.

Our data type, the XLU digit, and the primitive operations to manipulate it may be implemented with modest amounts of circuitry, and this, together with the highly parallel nature of the entire design means that many XLU circuit blocks can be realized in the same silicon area as one traditional ALU/FPU pair. An ALU or FPU may only work when it has the correct type to work on, whereas we believe any and all XLUs available to the processor can be kept busy almost all of the time, achieving greater utilization of the available silicon.
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An Alternative Architecture For Performing Basic Computer Arithmetical Operations

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The manipulation of numbers lies at the center of every computer processor. The predecessors of electronic, digital computers such as Pascal and Leibniz's mechanical adding machines and Babbage's difference engine were designed specifically to help people perform basic arithmetic operations.

The potential of computing machines as "universal simulators" was recognized early (Babbage, Lovelace, Turing, et al. [Ran82]), and nowadays people regard them as much more than sophisticated adding machines. Nevertheless, the heart of any computer is a device that "knows" how to add, subtract, multiply and divide. (And often one or more of these four things are understood in terms of one or two of the others.)

Since basic arithmetic lies at the center of any computer, how computers perform basic arithmetic operations and the number representations they use when performing them has been an area of continual study and development for as long as there has been computing machinery.

Over the decades, as computer hardware and software have evolved, the methods through which computers perform arithmetic have converged from many, diverse methods to a few, similar methods. New improvements and innovations occur on a regular basis but the focus of attention has shifted from broad inquiry to narrow refinement.

Despite this narrowing of focus, there are many methods of representing numbers, and many ways of implementing basic arithmetic.
In this thesis, we describe and explore the details of one such alternate implementation.

Our work uses no "new" discoveries or principles. At its center is a number representation first proposed over thirty years ago. What is new is the resulting whole; our overall design is a significant departure from the currently established norms for how a processor "should" do basic arithmetic.

In our alternative design we consider a computer arithmetic architecture based upon a number representation and arithmetic first described in the 1960s [Avi61], coupled with concepts taken from the Reduced Instruction Set movement of the 1980s, [CM90], [PH90] and ideas from the multiple, parallel-instruction execution units that have been incorporated into some computer designs from early mainframes (e.g. the CDC 6600 [BH92]) to present day high-performance microprocessors (e.g. HP's PA-RISC [AAD+93], Intel's Pentium [AA93] and the Motorola/IBM PowerPC [BAM+93] architectures).

We believe that our ideas, which we collectively refer as "the XLU\textsuperscript{1} architecture" provide an interesting and viable alternate to the established norm.

1.2 Motivation

The work we present here was motivated and shaped by the following observations, the questions those observations raised, and the subsequent conclusions we drew from considering those questions.

A survey of the arithmetical portions of current microprocessor architectures DEC Alpha, Motorola/IBM PowerPC, Intel Pentium, Sun SPARC [PH90] reveals that all of them have these traits in common:

1. Hardware to directly support two number representations; integer and floating-point.

\textsuperscript{1}Following Knuth's naming convention for \TeX, We pronounce "XLU" as clue, giving X the $\chi$ ("chi") sound.
2. CISC-type instructions embedded in special-purpose hardware to perform the floating-point arithmetic.

3. A set of (usually) simpler instructions, disjoint from the floating-point set, to perform the same operations for integers.

4. Although fixed-point arithmetic is the preferred representation for some situations, it is not supported as a native type (like integer and floating-point). Using fixed-point arithmetic means resorting to software. (The same observation holds true for complex arithmetic, etc.)

5. Double-precision arithmetic is often available, but there is no apparent consideration at the hardware level for handling arbitrary-precision numbers (e.g. if you need double-double-precision, you must resort to software).

These observations raised the following questions:

1. In light of observations 1, 4 and 5, can we design the arithmetic portion of a computer to use a single number representation (early machines got by with only one) yet efficiently support integer, fixed-point, floating-point and multiprecision representations and operations? If so, what characteristics would that number representation need to have?

2. Observation 2 applies even to machines that are otherwise completely RISC-based (e.g. the MIPS processor architecture [Cho89]). Research [Dal89] shows that there are advantages to exposing the sub-operations of floating-point arithmetic to compiler optimization but none of the commercially available architectures we know of do this.

3. Taken together, observations 2 and 3 imply that portions of the computer's arithmetic hardware go unused some of the time. Special-purpose floating-point hardware is unused during integer-only calculations, and vice-versa. Some machines can make use of at least some of their
floating-point hardware for integer calculations, but the question raised remains interesting; can we design a machine that uses a maximal amount of its available arithmetical hardware for any/every calculation?

Exploring possible answers to these questions led us to design the arithmetical portion of a hypothetical microprocessor. This design encompasses the following distinct – yet related – attributes.

1. A single number representation that can serve as a base for a wide range of simple or complicated numerical types.

2. A set of algorithms to perform basic arithmetic (addition, subtraction, and multiplication – division is shown to be possible but we do not address it) using this number representation.

3. The arithmetic op-codes for our hypothetical microprocessor. These op-codes, or primitive operations may be used to realize the algorithms mentioned above.

4. A software simulation of the op-code set, which was used to test the correctness of the algorithms and provide a base from which a larger simulator could be created.

5. Overall guidelines for how the processor might be organized to best take advantage of the number representation, algorithms and its op-codes.

1.3 Outline

The following sections of this work describe the historical context from and around which our ideas evolved, the key points of the XLU architecture, how composite number representations may be derived from it, a discussion
of hardware considerations for implementing it, a summary and evaluation, concluding remarks, a glossary, and a brief description of the simulator software we wrote to help form and test our ideas as we developed the work.

The history section gives an overview of how the task of doing basic arithmetic has evolved through the preceding decades. It focuses on number representations, instruction set architecture, some aspects of floating-point numbers (the peculiarity of CISC FP instructions, on otherwise purely RISC instruction sets is noted), and some aspects of parallelism within computer systems.

The evolution of these particular topics; number representation, instruction sets and parallelism informed and guided our own design efforts, which are presented in the key points section. Of central importance to our design is the reliance upon a single unifying number representation. We list the requirements that the representation must possess, note the work during the 1960s by Algirdas Avizienis that provided us with a suitable candidate, and describe the details of our $XLU$ digit along with the primitive operations used to add, subtract, and multiply it.

Since the XLU architecture provides only one number representation, others deemed necessary must be derived from it. We discuss how this may be done in the composite representations section. Two representations are discussed as examples; fixed-point and floating-point. In doing so, the scalability and high degree of instruction-level independence of the XLU digit and its primitive operations is illustrated.

The hardware considerations section contains remarks and observations about the general requirements for actually implementing our design onto hardware. The XLU architecture specifies only a portion of an overall processor design and is meant to allow as much flexibility as possible to a processor architect, so the comments in this section are mostly guidelines, not specific directives.
The summary and evaluation section summarizes what we present in this work and addresses some of the things that we do not include, and why. The XLV architecture is evaluated in terms of feasibility, expected performance, and positive versus negative characteristics. Concluding remarks, the glossary and the description of the simulator round out the work.
2 Historical Contexts

Early digital computers managed to perform various types of arithmetic with one number representation and modest hardware. Since this is what we hoped to achieve\textsuperscript{2}, a review of how computer arithmetic has evolved is worthwhile.

The subject of computer arithmetic is very large, so we confine our remarks to a brief overview of the topics especially pertinent to our own lines of inquiry. Our purpose is to set our own work in the context of what has been tried before, rather than present a detailed historical account. With that goal in mind we briefly sketch past practice and thought regarding the evolution of number representations, arithmetic algorithms and the hardware and software that implement them.

2.1 Number Representation

From the earliest mechanical devices that performed arithmetic through the first "real" computers of the 1930s and 1940s, the number representations used by computing machinery seem to have been kept fairly close to the number representation the user would work with (i.e. radix-10). Apart from magnitude, early representations carried little "auxillary" information per number. It was often left up to the user, for instance, to assign and track the radix point or sign of a particular quantity.

The flurry of electro-mechanical and electronic computers designed and/or built during the 1940s prompted investigation of how numbers could "best" be represented inside the machines.

Eckert and Mauchly's ENIAC [GG96] represented numbers as radix-10 integers (or fixed point numbers, if the user tracked the radix-point) and ex-

\textsuperscript{2}Albeit, with greater flexibility and performance than those early machines.
pressed negative numbers through a form of 10's-complement. The machine also appears to have had a “double-precision” capability:

The equipment normally handles signed 10-digit numbers expressed in the decimal system. It is, however, so constructed that operations with as many as 20 digits are possible.

ENIAC notwithstanding, the advantages of designing a computer's number representation around radix-2 were understood early on. Von Neumann's "First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC" [vN45] succinctly articulates the primary tradeoffs inherent in the choice of a radix:

It takes more binary digits (hence more operations) to perform an arithmetic operation like addition or subtraction, etc., but using decimal arithmetic results in complex circuitry.

Von Neumann understood the tradeoff between computing run-time and component complexity. The inherent speed advantage the early electronic computers enjoyed over their electro-mechanical contemporaries, and the relatively high price and complexity of their individual components (vacuum tubes) led designers like Von Neuman to seek hardware simplicity first. Binary numbers looked like a good way to achieve this:

A consistent use of the binary system is likely to simplify the operations of multiplication and division considerably ... Binary arithmetics [sic] has a simpler and more one-piece logical structure than any other, particularly than the decimal one.

Around ten years earlier, in 1936, Konrad Zuse must have come to similar conclusions. His Z1 through Z4 series of computers were all based upon binary number representations. Several other early machines were also designed to represent binary number (Atanasoff's machine, the Harvard Mark-I, and
the Manchester Mark-I [Roj97, tables 2 and 3]) and by the 1950s, binary numbers for internal representation were the norm\(^3\).

Although the radix of choice (binary) was settled early on and with fairly rapid unanimity, general acceptance of the desirability for hardware support of floating-point numbers in addition to integers took more time and argument. This is unsurprising. Early electronic computing machinery had strictly limited hardware resources.

Floating-point arithmetic is convenient for users (like radix-10 numbers) and provides a large dynamic range for a given number of digits, but (again, like radix-10 numbers) it requires more information per number, hence more complex circuitry to implement. Floating-point arithmetic algorithms are more complex than their integer or fixed-point counterparts, which once again requires larger amounts of both time and space resources.

Among the early machines, only Zuse’s Z1-Z4 machines supported floating-point as their native number type. Early computer designers only dreamed of having the hardware resources to support two or more native types on the same machine. The available machinery was just too precious.

Floating-point number representations were viewed as important and desirable, but too costly—“luxury” items, given secondary consideration, or second-tier support, if at all. The CDC 6600, for example, provided the instructions to produce either floating-point or integer results, but internally supported only one number representation—a 60-bit format that could be interpreted as either floating-point or integer, depending upon the instruction context [BH92].

As time passed the amount of circuitry that could be crammed into a given amount of surface area increased with a rapidity matched only by the drop in cost for that same amount of circuitry. As space and complexity became less expensive and more available, the constraints that argued against supporting

\(^3\)Von Neumann’s report mentions the necessity (for human convenience) of incorporating decimal-binary and binary-decimal conversion hardware into input/output devices. The memory and processor internals, however “use strictly binary procedures.” [vN45]
floating-point relaxed, and the argument shifted from whether to include it to how to include it efficiently, or what format to use. In the past decade this last question has been resolved in a majority of the available CPU designs through adoption of the IEEE-754 and IEEE-854 floating-point standards.

2.2 Instruction Set Designs

Arithmetic instructions formed a larger percentage of the instruction set for early computers than for their more powerful descendants. Computers were originally conceived as high-speed calculating engines and getting the machine to perform arithmetic correctly and quickly was the paramount aim. In fact prior to Wilkes et al.'s EDSAC (operational in 1949) and the notion of the "stored program computer", there wasn't much of a concept of instruction set architecture at all [PH90].

Tanenbaum [Tan90] writes:

The earliest digital computers were extremely simple. They had to be. It was hard enough to get them to work at all. From the ENIAC through the IBM 7094, and on to the CDC 6600, computers had relatively few instructions . . .

Hardware rapidly developed greater potential capability per unit of space. The entire capabilities of the machine were no longer required to simply do arithmetic. As a result, designers had the freedom to incorporate more types of "basic" operations into their machines. Examples include floating-point and BCD arithmetic, character handling operations, multi-tasking and/or memory-protection primitives, etc.

Naturally, as instruction sets became increasingly large, multifaceted, and complex, the complexity of their hardware implementation increased. Implementing instruction sets by wiring the instructions directly into the hardware
became more and more difficult, costly, and error prone. All these factors led computer designers to establish a level of abstraction between the actual hardware capabilities of the machine, and the instruction-set interface as seen by the programmer. This abstraction was microcode and microprogramming.

With the advent of the IBM 360 architecture (in 1964) microprogramming took off in a big way. In a microprogrammed architecture, each machine instruction is actually a sequence of smaller, simpler instructions. Individual instructions may perform rather involved, complex tasks, the details of which are spelled out by the simpler, individual microoperations of the instructions microprogram.

Two factors encouraged actually creating the sort of complex instructions made possible by microprogramming. The instruction-execution speed of a typical 1960s-1970s processor was quite high relative to memory access time. This situation encouraged minimizing fetches to and from memory. Since each instruction costs a significant amount of time to fetch, designers strove to supply instructions that individually performed a lot of work.

Also, computers were still frequently programed directly through the processor's instruction-set, rather than indirectly through a high-level language and translator. This situation led designers to favor "complex" or "powerful" instructions; i.e. instructions that offer many modes of usage or perform fairly complicated operations (e.g. add the contents of a register with the contents of a memory location pointed at by another register, storing the result to yet another memory location). Such instruction sets seek to provide abstraction away from the complexities of the processor internals while still directly presenting the processor's capabilities to the programmer.

Nearly all the prominent processor architectures of the 60s and 70s were built around relatively "high-level", complex instruction sets of the type that are now characterized as Complex Instruction Set Computers (CISC).

During the late 1970s and early 1980s, semiconductor technology brought ever-increasing gains in both time and space and designers began to question
the premises upon which CISC designs were based. The cost to fetch an instruction from memory dropped (primarily due to caches). This implied that the tradeoff of fewer, slower instructions, each performing a complicated task versus many, faster instructions each performing part of the same complicated task should be re-evaluated.

As software projects expanded in size and scope, high-level languages gained increasing popularity and the quality of machine code they produced approached ever-closer the quality of hand-tooled assembly language.

Also, the complexity of microprogrammed assembly-language instruction sets had become increasingly significant. Microprogramming had been employed as an abstraction between the complexity of the instruction set and its hardwired manifestation in the machine. Microcode itself had grown so complex that proposals appeared for adding a "nanocode" abstraction level between the microcode and the bare hardware.

Several groups of computer designers independently arrived at the same alternate solution. Observing that the complex instructions of the then-popular computer architectures were in fact often under-utilized, they proposed returning to a computer architecture based upon a few, simple instructions, each of which would be heavily utilized. Then, instead of adding extra levels of complexity to the machine's instruction set, they proposed adding extra complexity to the optimization portions of high-level language translators, to optimize sequences of the few, simple instructions. In short, simplify the hardware and deal with complexity in the more malleable medium of software.

The ever-increasing speed and sophistication of both memory and processors insured that although these new machines would have to execute many instructions to mimic the operations performed by one CISC instruction, the time to perform the overall task would be comparable, if not better.

Three designs from the early 1980s; the IBM 801, the Berkeley RISC-1 and the Stanford MIPS all differed from the status quo and form a basis for
the so-called Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) design movement that followed.

RISC designs can vary significantly from one another, but all of them share common hallmarks. Among these are:

1. Simple instructions, designed to execute rapidly.

2. No microcode level – the instruction set runs directly on the hardware.

3. Complex operations are short sequences of the provided simple instructions. The burden of efficiently executing these sequences is placed upon the compiler’s optimizer.

4. Simple memory access model – operands are LOADed from memory to registers, processed via an instruction, and the results are STOREd back into memory from registers. The LOAD/STORE instructions are decoupled from other instructions, which in turn only “know” about the registers.

The benefits this sort of design, as implied in the preceding paragraphs are that the burden of complexity is shifted to the very malleable medium of software (the language translator). This simplifies the hardware, and if the instruction set is carefully designed, allows that hardware to be as versatile as a good language translator will allow.

This is, of course, a tradeoff. Overall complexity is not diminished. It is shifted from a medium that is very static (the hardware) to one that is easier to change (the software).

In some ways, RISC computers are a return to earlier designs. Whereas in the early days, simplicity was sought because there was no alternative (due to the physical devices of the day), in recent years, simplicity was sought because it provided the best performance and the most versatility.
In both cases – early computers or latter-day RISC designs – the end result is a small, straightforward, simple architecture relative to the CISC machines developed in the intervening years.

2.3 A Note Concerning Floating-Point Support

It is interesting to note that while RISC design principles have become widely accepted and put into practice during the last decade, not all parts of modern processors are RISC-based.

Some recent processor designs (such as Intel's Pentium or Motorola's Coldfire architecture) are termed “hybrid” architectures, because they combine some RISC practices with some CISC. The motivation in hybrid designs is often to achieve both high performance and high code density, but even processor designs that are RISC throughout the rest of their instruction set and layout look like CISC machines in their support of floating-point.

2.4 Parallelism

The term “parallelism” has progressively encompassed several meanings as computer hardware has evolved.

In most early computers, all operations were performed one bit at time. Parallelism at the level of bitwise operations was an aspiration, but often not a practical reality.

The response times of the earliest electronic computers were extremely rapid, relative to their electromechanical forebears, while at the same time, their circuit complexity was limited by the fragility and size of their components relative to their silicon descendents.
Von Neuman addressed this matter in sections 5.5 and 5.6 of the EDVAC draft report [vN45]. He refers to performing arithmetic on all the bits representing a quantity at once as “telescoping operations”, and while asserting the obvious attraction and value of such, offers cogent (for the time) reasons why “accelerating these arithmetical operations does therefore not seem necessary.”

As circuit integration and reliability increased, doing more at once became the order of the day at increasingly higher levels of the hardware design.

Processors began to work on chunks of bits at a time, instead of considering each bit individually. “Increasing the level of parallelism” during this era most often meant widening the number of bits the processor could handle at once – i.e., creating machines with ever larger data-words. The level of sequentialism rose to word-level. The bits of the word were processed in parallel, the words were processed in serial.

However, quite early on some pioneering designers attempted the next logical step of processing several words in parallel. Notable among these is the CDC 6600, capable of performing several instructions in parallel.

At this level of abstraction (machine word-level) the task of providing parallelism may be shared by both hardware and software, and there are combinations that use more or less of both. New specialized fields of study such as instruction scheduling arose.

The logical progression from one processor with multiple function units, exemplified in the early 1960s by the CDC 6000, and currently by nearly all high-end CPU’s (e.g. the Intel Pentium, Motorola PowerPC and HP PA-RISC architectures) is to provide several processors connected via efficient communications channels and all working in concert. Venerable examples of this “true-multiprocessor” design are the ILLIAC IV, the Cray-XMP, the Connection Machine of Thinking Machines Incorporated, and more recently, the Sequent Balance/Symmetry and the Intel Paragon architectures [BH92].
3 Key Points

In this section we present the central design ideas of the XLU architecture. We introduce the number representation that forms a base for the design, and arithmetic algorithms that can efficiently manipulate the number representation.

3.1 Representation

3.1.1 Representation Requirements

The XLU's number representation is of central importance. It must meet the following criteria:

1. It must carry enough information to allow it to serve as a basis upon which various other number representations (integer, floating-point, fixed-point, etc.) may be efficiently realized by the software or firmware utilizing the XLU primitive operations.

2. Efficiently realizing other number representations with multiple instructions implies rapid execution of those instructions. Therefore, our base number representation must lend itself to manipulation in a manner promoting as much instruction-level parallelism as possible. Since we must execute more instructions to perform, say, a floating-point addition than a traditional FPU would, we must perform those instructions faster – i.e., in parallel.

3. The number representation must scale well. That is, the performance of multiples of the XLU machine word size must perform well relative
to the performance of operations involving only the XLU machine word size.

We believe that a signed-digit number, modified to carry additional information for signalling overflow or special conditions such as +/− ∞ or IEEE NaN (Not-a-Number) fulfills all the requirements listed above.

A complete treatment of computer arithmetic using a signed-digit number representation first appeared in Avizienis 1961 IRE paper [Avi61]. In chapter 3 of Computer Arithmetic, Swartzlander [Jr.90a] lists the characteristics which make this representation attractive for our own work:

By reducing carry propagation to one digit position, signed-digit arithmetic forms the basis for cascadable on-line arithmetic algorithms.

and

Elimination of carry propagation allows online operations to be overlapped ... arithmetic operations can be overlapped by starting operations as soon as digits become available from previous operations (i.e., it is not necessary to wait until the previous operations have been completed).

3.1.2 Signed-Digit Number Representations

Chapter 2 of Koren's Computer Arithmetic Algorithms contains a concise summary of signed-digit number systems. We quote liberally from that source and Avizienis' original paper in this section.

A signed-digit system allows the following digit set:

\[ x_i \in \{(r - 1), (r - 2), \ldots, \bar{1}, 0, 1, \ldots, (r - 1)\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)
where $\bar{i}$ equals $-i$, and $r$ is the radix of the particular number system. This is a relaxation of the requirement in conventional number systems that members of the digit set all be greater-than or equal-to zero. It provides signed-digit systems with the characteristic of redundant number representations.

As an example: If $r = 10$ and we restrict ourselves to two-digit numbers, there are 19 possibilities ($[\bar{9}, \ldots, 9]$) for each digit of each two-digit number. This means for instance, that $(01) = (1\bar{9}) = 1$, and $(0\bar{2}) = (\bar{1}\bar{8}) = -2$. Not every number representable in this example has redundant representations—the representation of zero is unique. Koren writes:

... adding some redundancy in a number system can be very beneficial. On the other hand, a high level of redundancy might be too costly, since a larger digit set requires a larger number of bits to represent each digit.

The redundancy of the number system as a whole may be reduced by restricting the digit set to a subset of the complete set available. The XLU representation is maximally redundant, that is, the complete set of available digits is used, so we will not discuss reduced digit sets here.

As an example, here are two signed-digit representations along with their "normal" decimal equivalent values. Both examples assume the following maximally redundant signed-digit (SD) number system:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{radix:} & \quad r = 10 \\
\text{digit set:} & \quad [\bar{9}, \bar{8}, \ldots, \bar{2}, \bar{1}, 0, 1, 2, \ldots, 8, 9]
\end{align*}
$$

SD value $1\bar{8}2 = (1)10^2 + (-8)10^1 + 2 = 100 - 80 + 2 = 22$

SD value $\bar{1}53 = (-1)10^2 + (5)10^1 + 3 = -100 + 50 + 3 = -47$
3.2 Details of the XLU Representation

XLU’s number representation is thus based upon the signed-digit representation first discussed in Avizienis’ [Avi61] paper. Henceforth, when we refer to an XLU digit we mean an entity having sign, overflow and magnitude bits. A particular XLU digit is defined as having the same number of bits as a particular XLU processor implementation’s word size. For instance, if the XLU architecture is implemented on a 32-bit processor, with 32 bits per word, the XLU digit for this machine will have 32 bits.

However many bits are available, an XLU digit must encode the following three pieces of information; a value representing a magnitude, an indication of the sign of that magnitude (positive or negative) and an overflow indicator. The overflow indicator requires one bit. The remainder of the bits in the digit represent the magnitude of the digits value in two’s-complement form which provides both sign and magnitude. For a word size of \( n \) total bits, the digit will have \( n - 1 \) bits devoted to the digit’s sign and magnitude, and the one remaining 1 bit to the overflow indicator.

Our choice of two’s-complement form for the magnitude is somewhat arbitrary. The signed-digit representation properties that we wish to take advantage of are oblivious to the magnitude’s encoding, and we could have used whatever we wished. We felt using an integral power of two would simplify our work (for example, in writing a software simulator) and among the common binary representations, two’s-complement has “nice” properties and is the default encoding for integers on most modern machines.

The actual position of the overflow bit relative to the magnitude portion is not specified by the XLU design. Magnitude and overflow may be arranged within the digit/word in whatever way the implementor deems most suitable. (For example: The XLU simulator we created during the course of our work places the overflow bit in the low-order position, because this happened to make it easy to manipulate.)
Although the magnitude portion of the digit represents a numerical value in two’s complement form, an XLU digit with \( m \) bits of magnitude has a range that is one less than a standard, \( m \)-bit, two’s-complement integer. The range differs because the “extra-negative” pattern, characteristic of two’s-complement representation is reserved as a special pattern by the XLU definition. For a value \( I \), represented by \( m \) bits, the two’s-complement range would be:
\[
-2^{m-1} \leq I \leq 2^{m-1} - 1
\]
but the XLU digit range is:
\[
-2^{m-1} - 1 \leq I \leq 2^{m-1} - 1
\]

The combination of the leading bit of the magnitude (the sign bit), the overflow bit, and whether or not all magnitude bits are equal provides twelve distinct patterns. What these patterns represent is given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( s )</th>
<th>magnitude</th>
<th>( o )</th>
<th>condition of the XLU digit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>all zeros</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>nonzero</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>positive numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>all ones</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>maximum numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>all zeros</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>positive overflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>nonzero</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>positive overflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>all ones</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>positive overflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>all zeros</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NaN (for ( n/0 ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>nonzero</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>negative numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>all ones</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>minimum numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>all zeros</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NaN (for ( n + ) overflow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>non zero</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>negative overflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>all ones</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>negative overflow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In table 1, the s column shows the value of the sign bit, the magnitude column describes the state of the magnitude bits excluding the sign, and the o column shows the value of the overflow bit. The column entitle “condition of the XLV digit” gives the meaning of a particular combination of sign, magnitude and overflow bits. Apart from the “NaN” entries, the conditions should be self-explanatory.

The “NaN” (Not-a-Number) patterns allow the XLV digit to be used as a base for IEEE floating-point arithmetic. Note that there are two distinct patterns and two distinct NaNs. One signals the result of an illegal arithmetic operation (such as division-by-zero) and the other signals the result of a binary operation where at least one of the two operands was in an overflow state. Both types of NaNs are “sticky” – i.e. should the result of an operation produce a NaN, any future operation using that result will also produce NaN as its result.

### 3.3 Algorithms for Basic Arithmetic Operations

#### 3.3.1 Addition

According to Koren, “the original motivation for introducing SD numbers was to eliminate carry propagation chains in addition and subtraction” and this property shapes the way the XLU performs addition as well. We reproduce the general algorithm here as Koren [Kor93] ⁴ describes it.

We wish to perform the operation \( X + Y = S \), for a signed-digit number system of radix \( r \), where \( X, Y, S \) consist of signed-digits \( x_i, y_i, s_i \):

\[
X = (x_{n-1}, \ldots, x_0) \quad Y = (y_{n-1}, \ldots, y_0) \quad S = (s_{n-1}, \ldots, s_0)
\]

⁴As noted, the algorithm is first described in Avizieni’s 1961 paper. We follow (and quote) from Koren’s book here because its notation is more up-to-date.
The addition operation consists of two steps:

1. For each $x_i$ and $y_i$, compute an interim sum $u_i$ and a carry digit $c_i$:

   $$u_i = x_i + y_i - r c_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

   where:

   $$c_i = \begin{cases} 
   1 & \text{if } (x_i + y_i) \geq a \\
   0 & \text{if } |x_i + y_i| < a \\
   \bar{1} & \text{if } (x_i + y_i) \leq \bar{a}
   \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

   with (for a maximally redundant system):

   $$\bar{r} - 1 = \bar{a} \quad \text{and} \quad a = r - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

2. For each interim sum $u_i$ and carry digit $c_i$ compute a final sum $s_i$:

   $$s_i = u_i + c_{i-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

By removing the carry propagation chain, this algorithm effectively renders the addition algorithm \textit{totally-parallel}\(^5\) at the digit level. Avizienis writes:

... each sum ... digit is the function only of the digits in two adjacent digital positions of the operands. The addition time for signed-digit numbers of any length is equal to the addition time for two digits. [Avi61]

The XLU primitive operations for addition directly implement the various steps of the signed-digit addition algorithm. Table 2 lists the addition primitives and the parts of the signed-digit addition algorithm they perform.

The flow diagram in figure 1 shows how the XLU addition primitives may be employed to compute the sum of two XLU digits. As the flow diagram shows, for the case of two single digit numbers, the sum is immediately

\(^5\)I believe Avizienis originated the use of this term in this context.
Table 2: XLU Addition Operation Primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>opCode</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addition Intermediate Sum</td>
<td>addi ( x_i, y_i, z_i )</td>
<td>( z_i \leftarrow u_i ), by equation 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition Carry Digit</td>
<td>addc ( x_i, y_i, z_i )</td>
<td>( z_i \leftarrow c_i ), by equation 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition Final Sum</td>
<td>adds ( u_i, c_{i-1}, z_i )</td>
<td>( z_i \leftarrow s_i ), by equation 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Addition Primitives – Sum of two digits

available after the addi operation. In fact, since the addi operation will set the overflow bit of \( I_{sum} \) for cases where an addc would return 1, the addc operation is also only required for multi-digit work. For a single-digit-by-single-digit (i.e. word-by-word) addition, with a single-digit result, the XLU can deliver the result via a single addi operation. "Integer addition" as it is commonly available on conventional processors is therefore also available.
under the XLU as a natural consequence of the design, and as a specific subset of the general scheme.

The completely parallel nature of addition at the digit-level provided by the signed-digit representation and choice of addition primitives is illustrated in the following 3-digit number by 3-digit number addition example. In these examples we will use the same digit set and radix used for signed-digit representation examples\(^6\) on page 18.

The sum \( S \) of the 3-digit numbers:

\[
X = 396 \quad \text{and} \quad Y = 787
\]

is computed by the following sequence of XLU addition primitive operations. The sequence makes use of temporary storage digits \( i_2, i_1, i_0 \) and \( c_{out}, c_1, c_0 \). The final result is stored in \( s_3, s_2, s_1, s_0 \):

- \( \text{addi} \ 6, \ 7 \rightarrow i_0 \)
- \( \text{addc} \ 6, \ 7 \rightarrow c_0 \)
- \( \text{addi} \ 9, \ 8 \rightarrow i_1 \)
- \( \text{addc} \ 9, \ 8 \rightarrow c_1 \)
- \( \text{addi} \ 3, \ 7 \rightarrow i_2 \)
- \( \text{addc} \ 3, \ 7 \rightarrow c_{out} \)
- \( \text{adds} \ i_0, \ 0 \rightarrow s_0 \)
- \( \text{adds} \ i_1, \ c_0 \rightarrow s_1 \)
- \( \text{adds} \ i_2, \ c_1 \rightarrow s_2 \)
- \( c_0 \rightarrow s_3 \) (leftmost carry-out)

The sequence may be more easily visualized by the equivalent flow diagram shown in figure 2. Notice that regardless of the number of digits involved, all \( \text{addi} \) and \( \text{addc} \) operations may be performed in parallel (assuming adequate processor resources). All \( \text{adds} \) operations may be performed in parallel, pending completion of the \( \text{addi} \) and \( \text{addc} \) operations.

In general, the addition of two \( N \)-digit numbers can produce an \( N+1 \)-digit result. For number schemes that allow dynamic scaling, overflow is handled

\(^6\)The radix-10 example from page 18 is used here rather than a radix-2 SD representation (as the XLU design specifies) because it makes the arithmetic examples easier to read. We will present examples that use "real" XLU digits later.
naturally (at least until the resources available on the system give out). For number schemes that require results to fit into a fixed number of digits (if our example’s result had been constrained to three, for instance) some decision must be made about which portion of the result will be “lost”.

Notice also, that our result of 383 is in a redundant form. It has the correct magnitude (−217), but in a signed-digit format. In general, signed-digit numbers may require extra processing to convert them to a non-redundant form. In general this may or may not be of concern, and the extra steps may be applied as seen fit.

A slightly more important, and related case, however, is transforming a signed-digit number from a redundant form to a redundant form that requires fewer digits. For example; consider the three digit, radix-10, SD number Ī98,
which may also be represented by the single-digit number \(-2\). The XLU squash primitive operation (see table 3) provides the ability to perform this conversion on multi-digit XLU values.

Table 3: The XLU Squash Operation Primitive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>opCode</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convert multi-digit</td>
<td>squash (x_i, y_i, z_i)</td>
<td>(z_i \leftarrow (x_i \times \text{radix}) + y_i)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The squash primitive takes two XLU digits, assumed to be the neighboring digits of a multi-digit number. It returns the combination of the two as a single-digit value. The result may have its overflow bit set, if the two-digit input is not “squashable”. The flow diagram in figure 3 shows how multiple squash primitives may be used in a “cascade” to attempt to compress an \(n\)-digit representation down to an \((n - m)\)-digit representation. Unlike the highly parallel addition operations previously described, the squash instruction cascade is completely sequential. Each squash primitive must wait for its predecessor’s result.

### 3.3.2 Subtraction

The XLU instruction set performs subtraction through negative addition. The addend takes the part of the subtrahend and the negative of the augend takes the part of the minuend. The XLU primitive operations provided for support of subtraction are listed in table 4.
X = (-1)98 is a three digit XLU value

$squash(-1), 9 = (-10) + 9 = -1$

$squash(-1), 8 = (-10) + 8 = -2$

$Y = -2$ is a one digit representation of $X$

Figure 3: A multi-digit Squash “Cascade” Example

Table 4: XLU Subtraction Operation Primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>opCode</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negation</td>
<td>neg $x_i, y_i$</td>
<td>$neg \ y_i \leftarrow x_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtraction Intermediate Sum</td>
<td>subi $x_i, y_i, z_i$</td>
<td>$z_i \leftarrow addi x_i, \bar{y}_i, z_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtraction Carry Digit</td>
<td>subc $x_i, y_i, z_i$</td>
<td>$z_i \leftarrow addc x_i, \bar{y}_i, z_i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In early versions of the XLU design, the neg operation was provided to allow subtraction. It is a unary operation, taking an XLU digit as input, and returning the negative of that value. For example:

$\neg \bar{7} \rightarrow 7$

Inserting neg operations into the code sequences in the addition section converts them into subtraction algorithms.
Here is the XLV code sequence from the three-digit addition example, with **neg** operations inserted to convert it to subtraction. (Note the inclusion of three additional temporary storage values; \(n_2, n_1\) and \(n_3\)):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{neg} & \quad 7 & \quad \rightarrow & \quad n_0 \\
\text{neg} & \quad 8 & \quad \rightarrow & \quad n_1 \\
\text{neg} & \quad 7 & \quad \rightarrow & \quad n_0 \\
\text{addi} & \quad 6, n_0 & \rightarrow & \quad i_0 \\
\text{addc} & \quad 6, n_0 & \rightarrow & \quad c_0 \\
\text{addi} & \quad 9, n_1 & \rightarrow & \quad i_1 \\
\text{addc} & \quad 9, n_1 & \rightarrow & \quad c_1 \\
\text{addi} & \quad 3, n_2 & \rightarrow & \quad i_2 \\
\text{addc} & \quad 3, n_2 & \rightarrow & \quad c_{\text{out}} \\
\text{adds} & \quad i_0, 0 & \rightarrow & \quad s_0 \\
\text{adds} & \quad i_1, c_0 & \rightarrow & \quad s_1 \\
\text{adds} & \quad i_2, c_1 & \rightarrow & \quad s_2 \\
& & & \quad c_0 \rightarrow s_3 \quad \text{(leftmost carry-out)}
\end{align*}
\]

The flow diagram for our modified example is shown in figure 4. Notice that the result, 1011, of this example requires the full four-digit sum a 3x3 digit addition (subtraction) can incur. In this instance, if a maximum of less than three digits was allowable, a decision would have to be made as to what digit to throw away.

The **neg** operation alone is enough to provide support for subtraction, but the XLV defines two more operations for subtraction (see table 4). They are exact analogues of the addition intermediate sum and addition carry-digit operations, except that they perform the negation of the second argument prior to calculation. In effect, they encapsulate the **neg** portion of the subtraction example given above. No subtraction analogue for the addition final sum operation is needed or provided, since at that point in the computation sequence, the operation is identical for both addition and subtraction.

Figure 5 illustrates our subtraction example again, this time implemented with **subi** and **subc** operations instead of **neg**, **addi**, and **addc**. Encapsulating the negation operation removes a discrete step in the calculation sequence,
Figure 4: Subtraction-by-negation Example

reducing the required time, instruction count and intermediate storage, all at a minimal complexity cost for the underlying subi and subc implementation. Nevertheless, in order to provide the compiler with the largest possible set of options for code generation, the subi, subc and neg operations are all provided in the primitive operations set.
3.3.3 Multiplication

Multiplication is the repeated addition of partial products. For the addition portion of this task the parallelization potential of the signed-digit addition algorithm provides a good foundation to build upon. There remains the task of computing the partial products for the digits of the multiplication.

The result of multiplying an XLU digit by another XLU digit may be one or two digits. In order to keep the primitive operations regular (and therefore easier to process efficiently) we perform two “multiply” operations per XLU digit of the multiplicand and multiplier. One operation returns the value of the high-order digit of the product, the other returns the value of the low-order digit of the product. These operations are listed in Table 5.
Table 5: XLU Multiplication Operation Primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>opCode</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>multiply (high-digit)</td>
<td>mulh</td>
<td>( z_i \leftarrow p_1 \text{ of } p_1p_0 \leftarrow x_i \times y_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiply (low-digit)</td>
<td>mull</td>
<td>( z_i \leftarrow p_0 \text{ of } p_1p_0 \leftarrow x_i \times y_i )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here is an example of how these operations may be used to compute the high and low order results of the product of an digit-by-digit multiplication. For the simplest complete case, a 1-digit-by-1-digit multiplication, this flow diagram shows the sequence of operations: The 2-digit case in figure 6 forms the basic "multiplication cell" of multiple-digit XLU multiplication arithmetic.

For an \( n \)-digit multiplicand and an \( m \)-digit multiplier, \( n \times m \) multiplication cells are generated; one for each combination of multiplier digit and multiplicand digit. Each multiplication cell is complete independent of any other, and (assuming enough resources) all may be generated in parallel. The results of the multiplication cells are the partial products of the multiplication, and are then added together (using the addition operations described in section 3.3.1) to for the final product.

As an example, consider the product \( P \) of a 3-digit multiplicand \( X \) and a 2-digit multiplier \( Y \) where

\[
X = 478 \quad \text{and} \quad Y = 29
\]

Figure 7 shows the partial product generation, intermediate sum accumulation and final product as they might be generated if the intermediate values were generated "by pencil". Two sequences of XLU primitive operations
$X$ and $Y$ are XLU digits.

High and low order product results can be calculated simultaneously.

Figure 6: Multiplication Primitives – Product of two digits

Comprise this 3x2 multiplication. First, the following sequence generates the necessary partial products.

```
mull 8, 9 → l_{0,0}
mulh 8, 9 → h_{0,0}
mull 7, 9 → l_{1,0}
mulh 7, 9 → h_{1,0}
mull 4, 9 → l_{2,0}
mulh 4, 9 → h_{2,0}
mull 8, 2 → l_{0,1}
mulh 8, 2 → h_{0,1}
mull 7, 2 → l_{1,1}
```
\[
\begin{array}{c}
4 \quad \bar{7} \quad 8 \quad (X) \\
\times \quad 2 \quad 9 \quad (Y) \\
\hline
7 \quad \bar{2} \quad \text{(partial products)} \\
\hline
\bar{6} \quad \bar{3} \\
3 \quad 6 \\
1 \quad 6 \\
\bar{1} \quad \bar{4} \\
0 \quad 8 \\
\hline
0 \quad 3 \quad 6 \quad 7 \quad 2 \quad \text{re-arranging terms} \\
\bar{1} \quad \bar{6} \quad \bar{3} \\
8 \quad 1 \quad 6 \\
\bar{4} \\
\hline
0 \quad 3 \quad 6 \quad 7 \quad 2 \quad \text{accumulate} \\
+ \quad \bar{1} \quad \bar{6} \quad \bar{3} \\
\hline
0 \quad 2 \quad 0 \quad 4 \quad 2 \\
+ \quad 8 \quad 1 \quad 6 \\
\hline
1 \quad 0 \quad 2 \quad 0 \quad 2 \\
+ \quad \bar{4} \\
\hline
1 \quad 0 \quad 2 \quad 0 \quad 2
\end{array}
\]

Figure 7: 3x2 Multiplication Example “By Pencil”

\[
\text{mulh} \quad \bar{7}, \quad 2 \rightarrow h_{1,1} \\
\text{mull} \quad 4, \quad 2 \rightarrow l_{2,1} \\
\text{mulh} \quad 4, \quad 2 \rightarrow h_{2,1}
\]

Next, the following sequence accumulates final product from partial products through repeated application of the totally parallel addition algorithm.

\[
\text{addi} \quad h_{0,0} \quad l_{1,0} \rightarrow t_0 \\
\text{addc} \quad h_{0,0} \quad l_{1,0} \rightarrow t_1
\]
Regarding the notation used in this sequence: The original digits of X and Y are shown in the primitive operations arguments as their values. Partial products are shown as either an $h_{x,y}$ for the high-order value (generated by mulh) of digits $X_x$ and $Y_y$, or an $l_{x,y}$ for the low-order value (generated by mull) of digits $X_x$ and $Y_y$. Intermediate sums and carry digits are notated by temporaries ($t_n$).

To help clarify the sequence of XLU primitive operations, figure 8 shows a variation of figure 7. The partial products and intermediate sums are represented by their temporary value labels from the sequence of XLU primitive operations.

Figure 9 shows a flow diagram corresponding to the sequence of XLU primitive operations that accumulate the partial products of the multiplication example into a final sum.
Figure 8: 3x2 Multiplication Example “By Pencil” Symbols
Figure 9: Partial Product Accumulation
4 Composite Representations

This section demonstrates how the XLU number representation and primitive operations may be used as a base from which other number representations may be created. We refer to such representations as synthesized representations, and in this sections we describe two examples: fixed-point and floating-point. We also introduce the XLU primitive operations provided specifically to support the needs of synthetic representations such as these.

4.1 Fixed-Point Numbers

We use the definition of fixed-point numbers given in Koren [Kor93]: A fixed-point number $X$ is a sequence of $n$ radix $r$ digits $x_{n-1}x_{n-2}\ldots x_1x_0$ that is partitioned into a fractional part of $m$ digits as well as an integral (integer) part of $k$ digits, with $k + m = n$. Quoting Koren:

The value of an $n$-tuple with a radix point between the $k$ most significant digits and the $m$ least significant digits 

$$
(x_{k-1}x_{k-2}\cdots x_1x_0 \cdot x_{-1}x_{-2}\cdots x_{-m})r
\quad (9)
$$

The radix point is not stored in the register but is understood to be in a fixed position between the $k$ most significant digits and the $m$ least significant digits. Therefore, we call such representations
fixed-point representations. The programmer of the digital computer is not necessarily restricted to the use of numbers having the predetermined position of the radix point but can properly scale the operands. As long as the same scaling factor is used for all operands, the add and subtract operations yield the correct results, since \( aX \pm aY = a(X \pm Y) \), where \( a \) is the scaling factor. However, corrections are required when performing multiplication and division, since \( aX \cdot aY = a^2 XY \) and \( aX/aY = X/Y \).

It should be clear that integers are the subset of fixed-point numbers that have no fractional part. Koren writes "Commonly used positions for the radix are at the rightmost side of the number (i.e., pure integers, \( m = 0 \)) and at the leftmost side of the number (i.e. pure factions, \( k = 0 \))."

### 4.1.1 XLU Fixed-Point Number Representation

Substituting "XLU digit" for "digit" in the discussion above shows how naturally Fixed-Point numbers may be represented by the XLU architecture. A fixed-point number may be represented by one or more XLU digits, with the additional constraint that the radix point lies somewhere to the right of the leftmost bit of the leftmost digit, and somewhere to the left of the rightmost bit of the rightmost digit. (Otherwise, the value of digit or digits would be either a pure fraction or a pure integer.)

We leave tracking the position of the radix point to the higher-level (compiler, interpreter, other code-generation) abstraction layers, so the representation itself requires no additional complexity.

The information carried by the XLU digit, and the particular bit-pattern it shows at a given point in time does not change, although the interpretation of what it represents at that point in time may differ, depending upon where the higher-level abstraction chooses to "place" the radix point.
As an example, consider a hypothetical 16-bit implementation of an XLU digit $X$. Seen as a pure integer, 16 bits gives us a magnitude in the range of $\pm 2^{14} - 1$ and a radix $r = 2^{14}$ with the digit’s radix point understood to be adjacent to the rightmost (low-order) magnitude bit.

But we can equally view the 14 bits of the magnitude as having the radix point positioned in the middle (i.e. between the 7th and 8th magnitude bits). The XLU digit now represents both integer and fractional parts, each with representable values according to equation (10) with $k = m = 7$. The radix point could equally be placed between any of the other bits of the XLU digit (with $k$ and $m$ changed appropriately).

### 4.1.2 Fixed-Point Arithmetic

The arithmetic operations given in section 3.3 apply without modification to an XLU digit sequence whether it represents a pure-integer, pure-fraction, or fixed-point number. However fixed-point arithmetic differs from pure-integer and pure-fraction arithmetic because of the possibility of scaling the operands.

When the scaling involves changing the radix point by an integral number of XLU digits, the change is “transparent” to the digits themselves. Whatever higher-level abstraction is keeping track of the radix position is expected to remember the fact that the radix is now between two different digits.

However, scaling by an integral number of digits is likely to be the exception. For cases where scaling involves changing the radix point’s position by less than one digit’s amount of bits, XLU primitives are provided. They accept an XLU digit $x$, and a value $s$ to scale it by.

The scaling primitives work by shifting the magnitude bits of $x$ $s$ positions in the appropriate direction. The sign and overflow bits may play a part in a given scaling primitive’s operation, but they are never shifted themselves.
Since both \( x \) and \( s \) are XLU digits, the range of \( s \) (i.e. the number of bit positions to shift) will far exceed the number of magnitude bits in \( x \). For example, an XLU digit implemented in a 16-bit binary word has a total of fourteen magnitude bits, but can specify a maximum shift value of 16383 positions. The scaling primitives handle this discrepancy by "maxing-out" at the number of magnitude bits for the particular implementation. Using the same example XLU digit, when an \( s \) value exceeds 14, all the magnitude bits are shifted, but "no more" shifting is done, i.e., \( s \) effectively equals 14 for values of \([15, 16 \ldots 16383]\). Negative values in \( s \) equal a shift value of 0.

Table 6: XLU Scaling Operation Primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>opCode</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale up (high digit)</td>
<td>scuh ( x_i, s_i, y_i )</td>
<td>( y_i \leftarrow (x_i \times 2^{s_i}) - \text{maximum}(x_i) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale up (low digit)</td>
<td>scul ( x_i, s_i, y_i )</td>
<td>( y_i \leftarrow x_i \times 2^{s_i} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale down (high digit)</td>
<td>scdh ( x_i, s_i, y_i )</td>
<td>( y_i \leftarrow x_i \div 2^{s_i} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale down (low digit)</td>
<td>scdl ( x_i, s_i, y_i )</td>
<td>( y_i \leftarrow \text{maximum}(x_i) - (x_i \times 2^{s_i}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale down intermediate</td>
<td>scdi ( x_i, s_i, y_i )</td>
<td>&quot;signed-digit-aware&quot; scdl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale down carry</td>
<td>scdc ( x_i, s_i, y_i )</td>
<td>&quot;signed-digit-aware&quot; scdh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The individual scaling primitives are summarized in table 6. Like the multiply instructions, they are designed to be used primarily in pairs, with a given pair returning the high-word and low-word results of a given operation.

In the following paragraphs we explain each of these operations and provide simple examples of their use. For the examples, we use the 16-bit XLU digit implementation mentioned in the discussion above and summarized in figure 10.

In the examples that follow, we ignore the sign \((s)\) and overflow \((o)\) bits as the scaling primitives do\(^7\) and show only the 14 magnitude bits in the diagrams.

\(^7\)This is actually only mostly true. The scdc and scdl pair are sign-aware.
Bit layout within each digit:

\[
\text{XLU digit } x = s \underbrace{mm mmm mmm mmm mmm}_{\text{magnitude bits}} o
\]

The `scul` primitive operation scales the XLU digit \(x\) up by a factor of \(2^s\) (i.e. multiplies \(x\) by \(2^s\)) by shifting the magnitude bits of \(x\) to the left by \(s\) positions. The `scuh` primitive operation returns "the bits shifted off the left end." Figure 11 illustrates both operations.

\[
x = 01\ 1100\ 0110\ 0100\ (7268d) \\
s = 00\ 0000\ 0000\ 0101\ (5d)
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{scuh } x, s & \text{scul } x, s \\
01\ 001 & 0110\ 0100 \\
0\ 1110 & 00\ 1100\ 100 \\
00\ 0000\ 0000\ 1110 & 00\ 1100\ 1000\ 0000
\end{array}
\]

The `scdh` primitive operation scales the XLU digit \(x\) down by a factor of \(2^s\) (i.e. divides \(x\) by \(2^s\)) by shifting the magnitude bits of \(x\) to the right.
by s positions. The scu1 primitive operation returns "the bits shifted off the right end." (Note that the meanings of "high" and "low" for scale-down operations are inverted relative to scale-up operations.) Figure 12 illustrates the scdh and scdl operations.

\[
x = 01\ 1100\ 0110\ 0100\ (7268d)
s = 00\ 0000\ 0000\ 0101\ (5d)
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
scdh x, s & scdl x, s \\
01\ 1100\ 0111 & 0\ 0100 \\
0\ 1110\ 0011 & 00\ 100 \\
00\ 0000\ 1110\ 0011 & 00\ 1000\ 0000\ 0000 \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 12: The scdh and scdl operations

The scdc and scdi primitive operations scale the XLU digit \( x \) down by a factor of \( 2^s \) bits in the same manner as the scdh and scdl operations pair. Unlike scdh/scdl, the scdc/scdi primitives adjust as well as scale \( x \). This additional feature is required for situations where we might wish to add one (for example, a carry-in) after a the scale-down operation(s).

The results from an scdc/scdi combination may be added together using the parallel addition algorithm discussed earlier, because the scdc/scdi pair assures that their respective results will not overflow. They may be thought of as the scaling equivalents of the addc/addi primitive operations.

Figure 13 illustrates a four-bit (i.e. divide-by-16) scale-down of a two-digit XLU value, and also illustrates how the scdc/scdi operations pair differs in behavior from the scdh/scdl operations pair. In figure 13 the scdc/scdi
XLU digits are: \( x = +00\,0000\,0011\,1111 \)
and: \( y = +11\,1111\,1111\,1111 \)
scale digit: \( s = +00\,0000\,0000\,0100 \)

The primitives operation sequence is:

- \( \text{scdc} \, x, s \rightarrow t_3 = +00\,0000\,0000\,0100 \)
  \( (\text{scdh} \text{ would give } +00\,0000\,0000\,0011) \)
- \( \text{scdi} \, x, s \rightarrow t_2 = -11\,1100\,0000\,0000 \)
  \( (\text{scdl} \text{ would give } +11\,1100\,0000\,0000) \)
- \( \text{scdc} \, y, s \rightarrow t_1 = +00\,0100\,0000\,0000 \)
  \( (\text{scdh} \text{ would give } +00\,0011\,1111\,1111) \)
- \( \text{scdi} \, y, s \rightarrow t_0 \)

Figure 13: A multi-digit scale-down example (sign bit shown as +/-)
combination leading to the adds result \( t_3 \) will tolerate the subsequent addition of a one, while the equivalent scdh/scd1 combination will not.

### 4.2 Floating-Point Numbers

Floating-point numbers, like fixed-point numbers, provide values with an integer and fractional portion. However, floating-point numbers accept increased complexity of representation for greater convenience. A floating-point number explicitly tracks the position of the radix, and that position may vary as the particular number is manipulated. The burden of shifting the position of the radix point is taken on by the arithmetic algorithms for floating-point numbers.

Floating-point numbers are commonly represented in the literature by a pair of values (e.g. Knuth [Knu81]). We use Knuth’s notation with some slight differences.

Given the base \( b \), excess \( q \), a floating-point number of \( n \) digits may be represented by the pair of values:

\[
(e, f) = f \times b^{e-q}
\]  

Where the exponent, \( e \) is an integer of a specified range, and the fraction, \( f \) is either a signed, pure fraction or a fixed-point number. In this latter case, the fixed-point number is usually a pure-fraction, often with what is known as an “implied one” to the left of the leftmost significant digit (e.g. IEEE-754 floating-point).

#### 4.2.1 Floating-Point Arithmetic

Shifting the burden of explicitly tracking the radix position onto the representation and its operations increases the complexity of both. For the
arithmetic operations we discuss, the additional complexity is almost entirely due to explicitly accounting for the dynamic behavior of the radix-point into the arithmetic operations themselves.

Before discussing methods for implementing floating-point under the XLU architecture, we present general descriptions of the steps required to add, subtract and multiply floating-point numbers. Our descriptions are taken primarily from Knuth [Knu81], whom we will quote liberally here. (Goldberg [Gol91] and Koren [Kor93] also provide good coverage of this material.)

It's important to note at this point that the XLU digit and primitive operations are a sufficient base upon which many different floating-point number systems/semantics may be realized. That is, what we describe here is not the only way to do floating-point arithmetic, nor is it the only sort that the XLU architecture can support. We use Knuth's algorithms here because they are simple, clear, and "classic" among the various descriptions available in the literature.

Also note that Knuth's algorithms devote steps at the beginning and end to "unpacking" and "packing" the floating-point numbers, i.e. separating and recombining the exponent and fractional portions. We leave those steps implicit in our descriptions here.

### 4.2.2 Floating-Point Addition and Subtraction

Given two $n$-digit, floating-point numbers $x = (e_x, f_x)$ and $y = (e_y, f_y)$, the sum $s = x + y$ is calculated through the following steps. (These same steps are also used to perform floating-point subtraction by substituting $-y$ for $y$.)

1. Pre-normalize $x$ and $y$. Knuth writes:

   A floating-point number $(e, f)$ is *normalized* if the most significant digit of the representation of $f$ is nonzero, so that
\[ 1/b \leq |f| < 1 \]  
\[ (12) \]

or if \( f = 0 \) and \( e \) has its smallest possible value.

That is, we want to scale \( x \) and \( y \) up by shifting leading 0's off the left-hand, most-significant end of \( f \), while decrementing \( e \), subject to the bounds Knuth notes.

2. Compare \( e_x \) and \( e_y \), and if \( e_x < e_y \), interchange \( x \) and \( y \) (i.e., after this step, \( x \) is the number with the larger exponent).

3. Set the exponent of the result: \( e_s \leftarrow e_x \)

4. Compute the difference between the exponents; \( d = e_x - e_y \). If \( d \geq n+2 \), the difference between the exponents is "too large", and the procedure may be terminated in whatever manner is deemed most suitable.

5. Scale right: Shift \( y \)'s fraction, \( f_y \) right by \( d \) places; i.e., divide it by \( b^{e_x - e_y} \).

6. Add the fractional parts of the numbers: \( f_s \rightarrow e_x + e_y \)

7. Post-Normalize the result. Post-Normalization is involved enough to merit its own algorithm. See section 4.2.9 for details.

### 4.2.3 Floating-Point Multiplication

Given two \( n \)-digit numbers \( x = (e_x, f_x) \) and \( y = (e_y, f_y) \), the product \( p = x \times y \) is calculated through the following steps.

1. Compute the product's exponent by computing the sum of the multiplicand and multiplier exponents: \( e_p \leftarrow e_x + e_y \)
2. Compute the product's faction by computing the product of the multiplicand and multiplier fractions: \( f_p \leftarrow f_x \times f_y \)

3. Post-Normalize the result. (See section 4.2.9 for post-normalization details.)

### 4.2.4 An XLU Floating-Point Number Representation

As Knuth's definition of a floating-point (equation 11) shows, the heart of an FP representation is two separate pieces of information, exponent and fraction, that together represent one numerical value. From this observation it's easy to see that we may implement each of the two pieces of an FP number with one or more XLU digits, the exponent as a pure integer and the fraction as either a fixed-point value or a pure fraction.

The special patterns (see table 1) defined for the XLU digit allow floating-point representations built from XLU digits to communicate overflow, underflow and other special conditions associated with floating-point arithmetic. In particular, the XLU special patterns provide direct support for the NaN, +\( \infty \) and \(- \infty \) required by the IEEE-754 and IEEE-854 standards for floating-point arithmetic. (The IEEE floating-point standard's requirements for denormalized arithmetic and specific rounding modes/behavior must be generated by sequences of XLU primitives.)

Obviously, many different implementations of floating-point numbers are possible using XLU digit as a base for exponent and fraction. We describe one here — a simple implementation — for use in the arithmetic examples that follow.

Our example floating-point representation is synthesised from XLU digits as follows:

- An XLU digit composed of a 16-bit binary word, with 14 magnitude bits, and the sign and overflow bits in the leftmost and rightmost bit
positions respectively (i.e. the same example XLU digit implementation used for the scaling primitive examples).

- radix $r = 2^{14}$

- An exponent, $e$, composed of a single XLU digit.

- A fraction, $f$, composed of two XLU digits playing the role of a pure-fraction fixed-point number.

- An implied radix point, the left of the leftmost fraction-digit, with no implied one (unlike, for example, IEEE-754) on the other side. The radix point is completely implicit, and as stated in the sections dealing with fixed-point representations.

The radix and exponent range of our example representation are quite large compared to the total number of fraction digits. This gives the representation a relatively large range, but poor precision on that range. This same trait is mitigated in real FP representations by carefully balancing radix, exponent and fraction. We keep the fraction small here to enhance the illustrative capacity of the representation.

4.2.5 Scaling, Normalization and Rounding

Pre-Normalizing the fractional portion of a floating-point number involves scaling it up or down. The various XLU scaling primitive operations are used to actually scale the number, and the XLU primitive operation \texttt{fnbc} provides the amount needed to actually scale. Table 7 contains a summary of \texttt{fnbc}'s behavior.

The \texttt{fnbc} operation takes two arguments; $x_{i+1}$ and $x_i$. Conceptually the two arguments represent the left-hand and right-hand XLU digits of a two-or-
Table 7: XLU Normalization and Rounding Primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>OpCode</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Find Normalization | fnbc     | $z$ ← \[
\begin{cases}
  \text{fnbc} N, x_i & \text{if } x_{i+1} = N \\
  0 & \text{if } x_{i+1} < N \\
  0 & \text{if } x_{i+1} = 0
\end{cases}
\] |

more-digit value. Fnbc returns the number of zeros to the left of the leftmost 1-bit in $x_i$’s magnitude, subject to $x_{i+1}$’s value.

If $0 \leq x_{i+1} < N$, fnbc returns 0 without evaluating $x_i$. This signals that there are one or more “1” bits to the left of $x_i$. If $x_{i+1}$ exactly equals the number of magnitude bits in the XLU digit implementation ($N$), $x_i$ is evaluated, because $x_{i+1} = N$ implies every magnitude bit to the left of $x_i$ is a zero.

This behavior allows a sequence of fnbc and adds (or addo) operations to “chain” the number of zeros for a multi-digit value. Figure 14 shows a flow diagram of a four-digit fnbc chain. As with multi-digit squash operation sequences, each successive fnbc primitive relies on its predecessor’s result. Unlike the squash chain, the fnbc chain includes addition operations and as the length of the fnbc chain increases, some parallelism in performing the additions can be realized.

For single-digit values, $x$ is set to $N$. Figure 15 shows the flow diagram for fnbc with a single digit, along with examples of its use. (The examples use the XLU digit implementation described in figure 10.)
Figure 14: Multi-digit fnbc example

number of left-hand bits for \((x_3, ..., x_0)\)
Examples:
fnbc 00 0000 0000 1110 (14d), 11 1111 1111 1111 (16383d) → 00 0000 0000 0000 (0d)
fnbc 00 0000 0000 1110 (14d), 00 0000 0010 1001 (41d) → 00 0000 0000 1000 (8d)

Figure 15: Single-digit fnbc example

4.2.6 An XLU Floating-Point Example Number

Table 8 illustrates the components and values for an example floating-point number created using our example floating-point representation definition. Notice that the fractional portion consists of two XLU digits; \(f_{x_1}\) and \(f_{x_0}\).

4.2.7 XLU Floating-Point Addition and Subtraction

Addition or subtraction of two floating-point XLU numbers is broken down into suboperations. The suboperations implement, through sequences of XLU primitives, the steps in Knuth's floating-point addition/subtraction algorithm (detailed previously).
Table 8: An example XLU floating-point number

\[ X = (e_x, f_{x_1, x_0}) \]

where:

\[ e_x = 0 \, 00 \, 0000 \, 0000 \, 0011 \, 0 \]

and:

\[ f_{x_1} = 0 \, 00 \, 0110 \, 1010 \, 1100 \, 0 \]

and:

\[ f_{x_0} = 0 \, 00 \, 0110 \, 1100 \, 1001 \, 0 \]

Addition of exponent and fractional portions of the addend and augend are implemented using the basic XLU addition sequences detailed earlier for pure-integer, pure-fraction, and fixed-point XLU numbers.

Pre-normalization of the addend and augend is computed via a combination of fnbc, scaling and addition primitives. Figure 16 shows a flow-diagram for our example XLU number. In this figure, notice that no such operation is required for \( f_{x_1} \) because the behavior of the fnbc operation guarantees that no ones will be shifted into the result of such.

The comparison of the two exponents (step 2, in Knuth's algorithm) requires some explanation. No explicit XLU primitive exists for the comparison of two XLU values.

We assume comparison operations for word-sized operands will exist as part of the “other” portion of whatever instruction-set within which an XLU architecture is realized. The XLU architecture requires only that two operations exist; one to distinguish and branch on whether a value is \( > 0 \), the other to do the same if a value is \( = 0 \).

As the previous paragraph implies, comparing two XLU values depends on first computing the difference between the two XLU values, then using the “other” comparison operation to branch. The comparison is one of the few places within an XLU sequence where branching is not avoided.
Given $X = (e_x, f_x)$ with

$$e_x = \begin{array}{c}
\text{sign} & \text{mantissa} & \text{exponent} \\
0 & 0000 & 0011 \\
\end{array}$$

$$f_{(x_1, x_0)} = \begin{array}{c}
\text{sign} & \text{mantissa} & \text{exponent} \\
0 & 0110 & 1010 \\
\end{array}$$

This doesn't address how the "other" comparison operations (which are not required to understand multi-digit XLU numbers) deal with difference values greater than one digit. For the general case, this is future work. For the specific case of finding which exponent is larger, once we compute the difference, we only need to know the leading digit's (leading word, for the "other" comparison operation) relation to zero. We may still need to post-
normalize and round the results. These topics are covered in sections 4.2.9 and 4.2.10.

4.2.8 XLU Floating-Point Multiplication

Compared with floating-point addition, floating-point multiplication is straightforward. Implementing the first two steps of Knuth's previously-detailed algorithm through XLU primitives involves generating an integer addition sequence for the exponents $e_x$ and $e_y$ and a fixed-point multiplication sequence for the fractions $f_{(x_1,x_0)}$ and $f_{(y_1,y_0)}$.

The multiplication sequence may be quite involved, but in addition to the instruction-level parallelism inherent in XLU primitive operations sequences, note that the addition of the exponents and the multiplication of the fractions may also proceed independently of each other.

As with floating-point addition, the end-result of these operations need to undergo post-normalization and rounding. See sections 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 for details.

4.2.9 XLU Post-Normalization

At the completion of either a floating-point addition, subtraction or multiplication sequence, the computed result may not be normalized, according to the definition given in equation 11. This may be acceptable in some instances, but more often the semantics of a particular floating-point type implementation require that the result must be post-normalized.

The goal of post-normalization is the same as pre-normalization; to adjust the exponent and fractional parts of a floating-point value so that together they fit within the definition given in equation 11.
In the following steps we paraphrase Knuth's normalization algorithm [Knu81]. (The algorithm assumes that $|f| < b$, where, as we recall, $b$ is the number base.)

1. Test the result's fraction $f$: $|f| \geq 1$ indicates "fraction overflow", and a need to scale the result down (i.e. to the right). $|f| = 0$ indicates that the exponent should be set to its lowest possible value, after which, no further work is necessary; the normalization process is complete.

2. Test for normaliztion: For any other value, $f$ may or may not be normalized. Testing whether $|f| \geq 1/b$ determines this. If the number is normalized, proceed to rounding, otherwise, scale the result up (i.e. to the left) and try again.

3. Scaling Up (left): Shift $f$ to the left by one position and decrease $e$ by 1, then test for normalization again.

4. Scaling Down (right): Shift $f$ to the right by one position and increase $e$ by 1, then proceed to rounding.

5. Rounding:

   For a fraction $f$ of at most $n$ places, Knuth writes "We take this to mean that $f$ is changed to the nearest multiple of $b^{-n}$." There are various methods for rounding a value of $f$ greater than $n$ places back down to $n$ places. Some of these may result in $|f| = 1$, which is not allowable in Knuth's algorithm. If this happens, return to the scaling down step and proceed from there.

6. Check $e$: Either the original result, or prior operations of the normalization process may have resulted in an exponent underflow or overflow condition ($e$ is either smaller or larger than its allowed range). Such cases indicate that the result computed can not be expressed within the system, and appropriate actions must be taken on a per-implementation
basis. If $e$ is safely within tolerance, then the normalization process is successfully complete.

As Knuth's normalization algorithm shows, implementing normalization for floating-point numbers based upon XLU digits is largely a matter of providing the primitive operation sequences to scale the fraction up or down, increment or decrement the exponent, and test the value of the fraction at the appropriate point.

We have already shown how the scaling primitives may be used to construct scaling operations of arbitrary scope, and the exponent increment and decrement operations are simple addition or subtractions upon a signed digit (i.e. an unadorned XLU digit). However, the test to determine if $f$ is normalized, requires further discussion.

As in the case for the comparison operations required in XLU implementations of floating-point addition and subtraction, methods for testing the value of the fraction $f$ are not specified within the XLU primitive operation set. We assume comparison operations for word-sized operands exist as part of the "rest" (i.e. non-XLU portion) of the processor's instruction set, and as previously mentioned, those comparison operations are not assumed to deal with or "understand" multi-digit XLU numbers.

Providing general-case methods for comparisons of multi-digit XLU numbers currently stands as future work, however normalization demands that we supply some specific schemes for comparison of the fraction, $f$ of a floating-point number, which may be multi-digit in its composition.

For specific cases where $f$ is compared relative to a number (i.e. 1 or $b$) in a strictly greater-than or less than manner, it is enough to test against the most-significant (leftmost) digit of $f$, since the value of subsequent, lesser-significant digits of $f$ will not change the comparison.
For specific cases where the value of $f$ must be compared equal to a value (e.g. $f = 0$), and we may not assume comparison operations beyond those provided by the “rest” of the ISA, we resort to a “comparison chain”, similar in concept to the scaling chain sequences of XLU primitive.

The particular structure required to test if $f = 0$ for our example XLU floating-point number (table 8) representation is given in figure 17. This structure only works for comparisons to 0. It will not work for, say $f = 1$.

![Figure 17: Testing if $f = 0$ for a two-digit value $f$.](image)

A similar, derivative structure to test if $f = n$, where $n \neq 0$ is shown in figure 18. Obviously, this structure could be used to test if $f = 0$ as well, and for the simple number representation shown, there’s no difference.

This structure is very specific to our example floating-point number (table 8) representation. For example, it “knows” the position of the radix point, and relies upon that information. This brings up the fundamental difference between figures 17 and 18. The former is specific to 0, but makes no assumption about radix point position. The latter is not specific to zero, but makes assumptions about radix point position.
Both structures are adequate but aesthetically unsatisfactory, and computationally expensive. While both structures scale, both will form an inverted binary tree, the time cost of which (i.e. depth) is $\log n$, where $n$ is the number of digits in the XLU representation of $f$. More over, the zero-comparison structure is general for the XLU number, but compares only to zero, while the $n$-comparison structure is specific to the XLU number representation. And both representations assume that one of the two items being compared is a single word (i.e. one XLU digit) in size, whether 0 or $n$ in value. Clearly, good structures for comparison/test operations are a primary candidate for any future work.

### 4.2.10 Rounding Considerations

The primitive operations for rounding an XLU digit or string of XLU digits representing a number have not been finalized. Specifics of this topic
thus lie outside the scope of this particular thesis. Nevertheless, some general observations may be made.

Whatever form of rounding is required and specified, for example round-towards-infinity or round-to-nearest, the approach we have experimented with is to provide XLU primitive operations (one per desired rounding mode) that will perform the operation for a single XLU digit, but may also serve as "links" in a sequence of such operations so that the same function may be performed on a string of XLU digits. We've demonstrated this approach in the squash and fnbc primitive ops (tables 3 and 7).

Our hypothetical rounding operations could be used to form operation sequences in the same way as we use squash and fnbc. We believe this will work, and it has the benefit of being simple to scale up – that is, the structure produced by using it for multi-digit XLU representations is something we know and have worked with. However, like the squash and fnbc primitive ops, the structure is not highly parallel, and subject to linear time complexity. Thus, future work includes determining if better performance is possible within the XLU framework, and finding a way to provide it if it does. (This might also have implications for improved methods for handling the squash and fnbc operations.)
5 Hardware Considerations

The XLU architecture's hardware is left largely unspecified. Should the XLU ever be realized as an actual device, designers are left with a large amount of latitude to realize the processor. Nevertheless, the XLU number representation and arithmetic algorithms presuppose certain characteristics and traits about the hardware implementation.

Obviously, the instruction set must implement the base operations required to support the XLU arithmetic algorithms. Beyond that, the following characteristics – perhaps design principles is a better term – are expected to be embodied by the hardware.

5.1 Small Implementation Footprint

Whatever the complexity of the overall processor, the XLU portion is expected to be small and compact. We believe that the single number representation and small, simple instruction set may be implemented in a relatively modest number of transistors and on a small amount of surface area.

5.2 High Speed and Multiple-Instruction Issue

In the use of a single number representation, and small, simple instructions we are making the tradeoff pioneered by the RISC processors of the late 1980s: The single number representation and simple instruction set give us flexibility, scalability and uniformity, but we require several instructions to perform arithmetical tasks that on conventional processors require one, or a fraction of one instruction. Thus, to provide the same level of performance as conventional processors, we must execute more instructions per unit time.
The same factors that require this throughput (single number representation, and simple instructions) also provide us with the means of achieving the goal.

We assume the clock rate of the processor will be "fast enough", and that the cache and register set will be able to keep the XLU portion of the processor supplied with instructions.

We also assume that there will be more than one XLU processing unit per overall processor. If the compactness rule above is followed, there should be room for several XLUs in the space that would be spent on one conventional ALU and FPU pair.

5.3 Take Advantage of the Short Carry

The number representation and algorithms are designed to maximize independence of the primitive operations in a given algorithm's instruction stream, so there should be sufficient fine-grain parallelism to keep any and all available XLUs busy.

The use of Avizienis' algorithms for addition and in the sub-steps of multiplication ensures that carry propagation — a major factor in creating interdependence between suboperations of these algorithms — is minimized. The primitive operations were chosen to limit or hide branching as much as possible. This mitigates a second major factor in inhibiting instruction-level parallelism.

In summary, a processor implementing XLU must provide sufficient speed, and sufficient numbers of XLUs to keep the instruction throughput high. If this is the case, we believe the arithmetical performance of the processor will not suffer relative to conventional designs, and the processor will additionally enjoy the advantages of good scaling, extensibility and flexibility inherent in the XLU design.
6 Summary and Evaluation

6.1 A Summary of Things Done and Not Done

We began this thesis by reviewing how the portions of computer architecture dealing with basic arithmetic have evolved to one dominant approach; that of direct support for integer and floating-point data types, with distinct, specialized instructions and hardware for each type. This approach is presently employed almost universally in new processor design.

We note that while this is true of the arithmetic portion of the architecture, it is not generally true for other portions of processor. The shift from CISC to RISC designs brings this dichotomy into a sharp light; while RISC-based processor Instruction sets generally stand in strong contrast to CISC-based ISAs, the integer arithmetic and (more particularly) floating-point arithmetic portions of such designs differ little from those on CISC processors.

Processor and Instruction-set design in general has a history of innovation, but in the particular sphere of arithmetic, it has focused on refinement rather than diversity.

The premise for the work following these observations is that alternate data types and instruction sets for computer architecture are possible, interesting, and realizable. In support of that premise, we’ve developed and presented here a data type (the XLU digit) and set of primitive arithmetic operations (the XLU primitive ops) that we believe provide a suitable basis for exploring one alternative to the current “traditional” computer arithmetic architecture.

Our work does not infer a particular implementation, and we do not here address many obvious (and interesting) questions raised by the basic XLU design.
For the work done in this thesis, we remained removed from the physical realities of implementing a processor, and we have not done much analysis to estimate the arithmetical performance (in time and space) of a processor implementing the XLU digit and primitive operations.

We implemented a simple simulator\(^8\) in the C programming language. The simulator works with a 16-bit XLU digit as its data type, and allowed us to check the feasibility of XLU primitive operations and explore various primitive operations sequences. The simulator is not advanced enough to provide metrics for evaluation of the XLU design. Extending it to do so, and to accept alternative XLU primitive operations sets for comparison lies in the realm of future work.

Our goal was to provide a framework with a single data type and a very flexible basic set of instructions upon which further exploratory work might be done. Performance and implementation are future work, and as such are treated in only a speculative fashion here.

The topic of division has not been addressed. It is a basic arithmetic operation and as such obviously deserves inclusion in our work.

In his original article on signed-digit arithmetic Avizienis stated that “Signed-digit division is performed as a sequence of additions or subtractions and left shifts” and recommends “the Robertson division method” [Rob58] as “most readily applicable to signed-digit representations. This is because the Robertson method requires an estimate of quotient magnitude which the signed-digit can provide with ‘limited uncertainty’” [Avi61].

Knuth gives the “classical” algorithm for digit-by-digit division in the his 2nd volume [Knu81] and this algorithm is further explained in Brinch Hansen’s 1994 paper [Han94]. Studying the work done by Avizienis, Knuth, Hansen, et al., and implementing the basic algorithm given by Knuth for our XLU digit representation convinced us of the feasibility of implementing division, but also of its complexity.

\(^8\)See Appendix B for a brief description
Dividing two numbers is conceptually not much more difficult than multiplication, but it involves a multitude of details which complicate it. Doerfler [Doe93] in his book on the art of calculating writes that “Division reveals difficulties in simplification”. These inherent “difficulties” along with the fact that we have no new insights to share beyond those expounded by the authors noted above placed division (along with extending the simulator, performance metrics, etc.) into the future work category.

### 6.2 Questions Raised by the Design

As the previous section notes, generating metrics for the actual time and space requirements of XLV implementation schemes lies beyond the scope of the present work. Nevertheless, by drawing upon inferences from prior work and current industry examples we may make inferences regarding such matters.

#### 6.2.1 Is the Design Realizable?

We believe that the XLV type and primitive operations are easily realized with present technology, but have not explored this in detail. Our belief is based on the similarity of the XLV primitive ops, in both design and computation complexity, to the arithmetic operations of existing processor implementations, e.g. the MIPS R3000 [PH90].

The XLV digit lies somewhere between an integer and a floating-point value, in terms of time/space complexity for a single instance. We assume this would translated into a complexity somewhere between an integer and a floating-point instruction for each of the XLV primitive operations. For example, no single XLU primitive approaches the algorithmic complexity of,
say, the FADD floating-point addition instruction of the Intel i387 Architecture, but the XLU addi operation is algorithmically more complex than the integer ADD instruction of the companion i386 Architecture [IF86] [Cof83]. Using this “mid-range” complexity level as a rule-of-thumb, we believe that the entire set of XLU primitives will fit into less silicon than is required to implement a traditional 32-bit ALU/FPU pair of current complexity/capability.

6.2.2 What is the Expected Performance?

The XLU design trades away high instruction density to gain high instruction throughput (through the regularity of its primitive operations and their operands) and high instruction parallelism.

Increasing the availability of fine-grain i.e. instruction-level, parallelism is a primary goal of the XLU design. Two of the design’s primary traits – minimization of the interdependence of individual primitive operations upon each other’s results, and avoidance of branching instructions – promote this goal. Both of these traits are a natural outcome of the signed-digit number representation underlying the XLU digit specification.

Given this, we expect processors implementing an XLU digit type and the primitive operations that manipulate it to gain performance in proportion to the number of XLU primitive operations the processor can perform in parallel. We believe the ability to implement a number of complete “XLU processor function-subunits” within the floorplan of a single processor is not unreasonable, based upon the superscalar processor designs produced during the 1990s (e.g. the Intel Pentium, HP PA-RISC 8K, 9K and 10K and the Motorola/IBM PowerPC architectures).

As mentioned in previous sections, performance also depends upon the processor’s compiler. In the same way that the first MIPS processors relied upon the compiler to generate pipeline interlocks in the instruction stream,
rather than spend hardware resources for that purpose [Tan90], the XLU primitive operations depend upon all the capabilities a good optimizing compiler can bring to bear on the source code.

The success of RISC computer systems of the 1990s illustrate how well compilers can reorder code. Examples of optimization techniques that give good results for floating-point arithmetic [Dal89] and for situations where a particular idiom (say, the XLU addition or subtraction code sequence) may be optimized "offline", then generated "from memory" upon identification of the idiom's use [Mas87] increase our confidence in the ability of compiler optimizations to provide performance gains for an XLU implementation.

6.3 Summary of the XLU Architecture

What follows is a final summary of the main points of the XLU Architecture divided into three separate lists; one defining the important characteristics, a second stating the positive claims we feel we can make about the design, and a third listing the potential negative aspects offsetting the perceived gains.

6.3.1 Important Characteristics

- There is one base-level number representation (the XLU digit) provides a basis for the synthesis of any desired number type.

- The number representation is a signed-digit, redundant form.

- The number representation has very high radix.

- The primitive operations are kept regular and simple (in the tradition of the original RISC MIPS ideas).
• Primitive operations were chosen and designed to allow implementation of arithmetic algorithms with minimum branching.

### 6.3.2 Positive Implications of these Characteristics

• Since there is only one base-level number representation, all available hardware may manipulate that representation. There is no integer ALU/FPU dichotomy.

• The limited carry-digit increases the potential for parallel addition and subtraction algorithms, and portions of multiplication algorithms. There is a high level of instruction-level parallelism and operation independence available to the compiler.

• The potential to scale up is “built into” primitive operations set. The high radix and parallelism inherent in the algorithms means that multi-digit numbers may be handled without too high an overhead.

### 6.3.3 Negative Implications of these Characteristics

• Small numbers i.e. magnitudes of less than one radix, may not be processed as efficiently as traditional ALU/FPU combinations. Although multi-digit numbers scale well, there is some overhead, and for “small” i.e. single-digit or double-digit values, the overhead may be more than for traditional ALU/FPU designs.

• There is an added burden for the high-level language translators. There is also an additional burden for writing code “manually” at the “assembler” level. (This is reflected to some extent in all RISC-based instruction sets.)
• The code density is poor, relative to traditional ALU/FPU designs. Again, this reflects the choice of a RISC-style approach. Instruction density has been traded for the ability to handle more instructions efficiently at a time. The code density of an XLU-base processor would be even less than a RISC design featuring a traditional ALU/FPU section.

6.4 How to Evaluate the Design

The following section outlines plans for evaluating the XLU architecture. Beyond a few a priori observations, making claims about XLU performance in time or space requires implementing an XLU-based processor or series of processors, running a series of test programs (benchmarks) on the implementation(s) and gathering metrics based on the program runs.

Between iterations of testing, we can use the data gathered to modify the XLU primitive operations set, or find better sequences of them to express our goals, or find better optimizations to apply to those sequences.

6.4.1 A Priori Observations

The XLU architecture tries to provide as much flexibility and instruction-level parallelism as possible to the processor in which it is implemented. The XLU digit and primitive operations provided are a generalized system from which many specific numeric types may be manipulated many ways.

The signed-digit arithmetic upon which the XLU design is based gives an implementing processor the ability to perform addition or subtraction on XLU digits (processor words) without regard for carry propagation. As we have seen, the addition algorithm requires three distinct steps, realized in
three primitive operations. This means that for small values the XLU does more work that the equivalent integer or floating-point hardware.

As the size of the values required increases to multiple processor words, sufficient numbers of XLU processors working in parallel provide a constant time of three operations per result, since all of the primitive operations for each of the three steps are independent and carry propagation is strictly limited. Integer or floating-point hardware requires linear processing of results as the number of processor words required to express the result increases due to carry propagation between processor words.

A single XLU cannot expect to do better than a standard processor design of even modest power but as the number of XLUs implemented into a processor increases, its ability to outperform standard processors does also. To discover how much requires more than a priori observations. For that, we require a working XLU-based processor.

### 6.4.2 Implementing an XLU-based Processor

Evaluating XLU-based implementations by simulation is more attractive than actually realizing different XLU-based implementations in hardware. A simulator is easier to reconfigure and instrument than actual hardware.

The existing XLU simulator (see Appendix B) is not adequate for the task of evaluating the design. Considerable effort would be required to bring it up to the level of a full simulation of a microprocessor including one or more XLUs.

A possible alternative would be to modify the existing simulator for Hennessy and Patterson's DLX [PH90] microprocessor. Several XLUs would replace the ALU/FPU portion of the DLX, and the XLU primitive operations would be added to the ISA. Apart from the obvious advantage of not having to create a complete simulator from scratch, another benefit of modifying
the DLX is that the unmodified version can then be used for side-by-side comparisons with the DLX+XLU version.

6.4.3 Gathering Data

Once we have a simulator that implements an XLU-based processor, we can use test programs (benchmarks) run on it to search the design space of the XLU. Arbitrarily, we propose breaking the testing into three steps or “levels”; basic arithmetic, simple programs and finally, large programs.

Each level of testing should provide us with data about XLU-base processor performance for time and space, and relative to standard processors. We can then use the data collected to modify the XLU design, improving it based upon our findings.

6.4.4 Level One Tests

Our first test programs should be simply additions of numbers of various digit lengths. From our a priori observations, we can predict that for integers, in terms of instruction count and running time, the XLU won’t do better than a standard ALU until the number of digits (equivalent to processor words here) increases beyond about three.

Number types with nontrivial representations such as floating-point present more interesting fare for our relatively “uninteresting” addition tests. Efficient representations for floating-point numbers in XLU digits and optimizations that may be applied to the floating-point addition algorithm are things we need to discover based on simulator results.
We believe that for types like floating-point, the advantage of carry propagation may not make up for the fact that scaling may take a significant number of XLU primitive operations to perform. We should still see the XLU-based version performing better than the standard version, but any crossover in advantage to the XLU will be at later point than for integers.

After addition tests, multiplying numbers of various digit lengths should be tried. The highly independent nature of the XLU primitive operations should provide interesting opportunities for optimization of the instruction sequences.

As with addition we predict that the XLU will not do better than a standard design until the number of digits (processor words) involved in the calculation increases beyond those which a standard processor is capable of handling directly (word or double-word) and that floating-point or similar complicated number representations will present less performance to the XLU than integers.

However, for addition, subtraction or multiplication operations, if the number representation tested is not native to the standard processor (e.g. a fixed-point number type) then we believe the XLU-based design should provide competitive performance even for small sizes (number of processor words) because the basic arithmetic operations must be synthesized from instruction sequences on both the XLU and standard processors.

The overall goal for this initial level of testing is to explore how the XLU architecture performs basic arithmetic for a variety number representations, for a range of available XLUs per processor. The information gathered would us to modify the design and composition of the XLU primitive operation set, if required. It may also provide us with information about how many XLUs per processor is optimal for a given number representation.

As a postscript to this level of testing, we should extend the XLU design to include provisions for performing division operations (and perhaps remainder and square root) before continuing to level two. Assuming we did extend the
architecture in this way, those operations would require the same testing described for addition, etc.

6.4.5 Level Two Tests

Once we have data for basic arithmetic, and have applied adjustments to the XLU design based on that data. We need to explore how XLU-based processors perform for nontrivial yet still fairly simple programs. Again, we need to exercise XLU-based processors with varying numbers of XLUs available for various number representations.

As initial test programs for integer, fixed-point and floating-point number representations, we propose the RSA encryption algorithm, Mandelbrot set calculations, and the computation of π and/or e.

The RSA encryption algorithm provides a good way to test the multiplication of large integers, and an opportunity to explore integer representations of different radices, since the computations are modulo a specific value.

Mandelbrot calculations are usually performed using a processor's floating-point number type. However the arithmetic involved is well-suited to a fixed-point number representation, or even a representation of complex numbers with fixed-point components.

We propose the computation of π or perhaps e for floating-point representations not so much because the calculation possesses special traits but because computation of trancendentals is a traditional exercise for new floating-point processors. Hence a large body of algorithms and optimization work already exist for such computation.

For all of these tests we need to study both fixed-range number representations and dynamic-range number representations For this latter type, the range of representable values is allowed to grow as required by adding XLU digits a number as required.
For dynamic-range number representations, we expect XLU-based processors to perform better, for two main reasons. First such representations must be synthesized by sequences of instructions on standard processors as well as the XLU-based processors (the standard processor gains no speed advantage from hardwired instructions in this case) and presumably the standard processor’s ISA was not specifically designed with this sort of thing in mind (as was the XLU). Second, adding digits may actually improve XLU-based computations, since it may also reduce the need for some types of scaling and normalization.

Independent of any particular number representation, a primary focus of all these level two tests is to gather and study the sequences of code generated for the algorithms. Optimization opportunities for sequences of basic arithmetic should be found, and generalized into rules for a compiler to apply.

We believe that for some case the level of optimization will be quite high, but not for all cases. Algorithms that require large amounts of inter-digit (inter-word) scaling operations may not fare as well for optimization, because the amount of parallelism available at the primitive operation level is smaller than (for example) the totally parallel addition algorithm.

6.4.6 Level Three Tests

Passing beyond the level two tests implies we’ve iterated the XLU design at least once. We should have a feel for what the “right” number of XLUs per processor is for a given requirement. Assuming that, in addition, we’ve used the data gathered to improve the XLU primitive operations set and the compiler’s optimization ability, we should, at level three discover how XLU-based processors perform on full benchmark test suites and on real programs. An example of a likely benchmark is the SPEC suite. Real programs could
include anything from rendering complex graphics with Renderman or a similar program, Analog circuit simulation using SPICE, or formatting a sizable document with \TeX.

To reach this level of tests would require a *significant* amount of work. Both our simulator and the compiler servicing it would need to be complete enough to handle "real" code. Getting an experimental compiler to the level of efficiently handling production-level C source code (or any other language) is a research project in and of itself.

At this level of testing, we are at last evaluating the XLU architecture "globally". Distribution of the code across the XLUs available on the processor is of interest and a study of possible global-level code optimizations should be done. It is also at this level that we will finally be able to say with some authority whether the XLU design is viable or not relative to standard processor designs.
7 Conclusion

In this thesis, we first examined the evolution of architectures for performing computer arithmetic, and noted how different approaches rapidly converged to a single approach.

This "standard" architecture's characteristics include direct hardware support for a binary, signed-digit integer (the "ALU") and separate, disjoint circuitry providing direct hardware support for a floating-point format (the "FPU"). Regardless of the overall processor design, the ALU instruction set is most often RISC-like, while the FPU instruction set is very CISC-like.

We do not argue with the success of this "traditional" ALU/FPU design. Instead we propose a new architecture, "XLU", as an alternative. Our approach provides unification of the traditional ALU/FPU circuitry and instruction sets by defining one basic number representation; the XLU digit.

The XLU digit contains enough information to support many different number formats. We provide examples of integer, fixed-point and floating-point within this work. Moreover, the XLU digit allows us to used signed-digit arithmetic operations which, as we have shown, provide significant amounts of instruction-level parallelism during the basic operations of addition, subtraction and multiplication.

The XLU instruction set is RISC-based, and designed to minimize branching. These characteristics provide language translation tools (compilers, etc.) with wide possibilities for optimization, and at the same time make efficient use of available circuitry.

Our design involves a tradeoff between complexity in circuitry and in code. The XLU digit and the average XLU instruction are more complex to realize in circuitry than the average traditional integer value or ALU instruction, but are significantly less complex to realize than the average floating-point value or FPU instruction.
This tradeoff means that the XLU architecture as a whole allows a large amount of flexibility between time/space tradeoffs in implementation while still keeping overall performance as a reachable end-goal. When more circuitry is available, some portions of the basic arithmetic algorithms may be hardwired and time performance is enhanced. When less circuitry is available, the algorithms are generated as instruction sequences, but may be aggressively optimized, so that time performance does not greatly suffer.

We believe that this gives a processor designer using the XLU approach more freedom relative to the traditional ALU/FPU design. He may choose to devote more of the available circuitry to arithmetic performance, and gain a relative speed advantage over traditional ALU/FPU designs, or he may choose to devote less, and reduce the overall circuitry required for arithmetic at a smaller cost to performance than for a traditional ALU/FPU.

This thesis does not provide details of implementation, experimental metrics for size and time, or any exploration of tradeoffs using the XLU architecture. Initial results from a basic simulator provided us with evidence that the algorithms are sound and the design is realizable in reasonable amounts of code or circuitry, but more detailed simulations are required to gather accurate time and space metrics. Such simulations (and an advanced simulator) lie beyond the coverage of this work.

Within its limits, we believe that the work presented here reaffirms the fact that there are many ways to design the arithmetic portion of a processor, and forms a viable basis to support future work.
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Appendices
Appendix A - Small Glossary of Terms

**Architecture** An abstract specification or list of attributes, either of hardware or software.

In his article describing the Alpha AXP Architecture Sites [Sit93] repeats a definition of Amdahl et al., defining

```
COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE ... the attributes and behavior of a computer as seen by a machine language programmer. This definition includes the instruction set, instruction formats, operation codes, addressing modes, and all registers and memory locations that may be directly manipulated by a machine language programmer.
```

We use the term here in this same sense, although our architecture is only a partial description of a single portion of a CPU (i.e., the arithmetical portions of the arithmetic-logic unit).

In a Unix Review article, Brian Jepson [Jep99] gives another, definition that, while less formal, is still useful and slightly amusing:

```
Architecture is a term used in computing that refers to the topology of anything that can be looked at as a whole made of separate parts, such as a network, operating system, or computer. When architecture is brought up in polite conversation, it's usually used to discuss the constraints put on you by whoever designed the thing you are talking about.
```

**Implementation** A particular physical example of an architecture or algorithm. One instance of the possibilities presented by an architecture or algorithm.

**Instruction** In the context of this work, the implementation of an algorithm (arithmetical or otherwise) through a sequence of one or more XLU
primitives. An instruction is a sequence of one or more XLU primitive operations.

**ISA** Instruction Set Architecture – the specification of the instruction set for a processor, or, in the case of the XLU primitive instructions, for a subset of the instruction set for a processor.

**Multiplication Cell** The simplest complete XLU multiplication sequence involving only two digits; one as multiplicand, the other as multiplier.

**Pure Fraction** A number with its radix position to the right of its rightmost digit. See [Kor93].

**Pure Integer** A number with its radix position to the left of its leftmost digit. See [Kor93].

**Radix** The base of a number system (e.g. radix-10 = base-10 or decimal, and radix-2 = base-2 or binary).

**Radix point** Separator between the integer and fractional portions of a number.

**Signed-digit Arithmetic** The algorithms for performing the four basic arithmetic functions (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) using Signed-digit numbers. See [Avi61] and [Kor93].

**Signed-digit Number** A member of a fixed-radix number system in which the digit set may contain both positive and negative values. See [Avi61] and [Kor93].

**XLU** The “eXperimental aLU” (pronounced “clue”). The overall name for the architecture we propose in this work. The “X” is given the χ (“chi”) sound, following Knuth’s pronunciation of TeX.
**XLU Digit** (Also, just “digit”) The fundamental data type of the XLU architecture. It is designed to form a base containing just enough information to support derivation of whatever number types are required.

**XLU Instruction** (Also, just “instruction”) Informally, this may be used as a synonym for “XLU Primitive”, but formally it is a synonym for “Instruction”.

**XLU Primitive** (Also, “XLU operation”) A base-level ability or function, such as “Add two digits and return the carry out value”, expressible in a single XLU mnemonic.
Appendix B - The XLU Simulator

Early on in the course of our work, we wrote a simple software simulator to help us test ideas, and to encourage “tinkering” that might lead to new insights. What follows is a brief description of the basic simulator’s design, functionality and usage.

The simulator was never “complete”; new features were added as research or whim required. The plan was to extend the abilities of the simulator as the basic XLU architecture (presented in this work) was analyzed and extended in further study. This Appendix covers the basic functionality in place in the simulator during the formulation of the ideas presented in this work.

Design

The XLU architecture represents only a small portion of a complete processor, and the XLU simulator simulates that portion. Originally, it had no provision for branching and assumed a simple memory model consisting of a large number of registers, and flat memory. The memory addressing scheme is a pure load-store model. Values are loaded from memory to registers and stored from registers to memory. Operations are only register-to-register.

Later additions included statement labels (for planned branching features) and several instructions to report on or analyze various aspects of XLU operations sequences loaded into the simulator. These advanced features were not used extensively during the development of the ideas presented in this work.
Implementation

The simulator is implemented in several thousand lines of C code. Flex and bison lexor and parser generator tools were used to create the foundation of the code; individual functions implement individual XML primitive operations, or, in some cases a short sequence of XML primitive operations (for exploring hybrid RISC/CISC variations of the XML operations set).

A simulated 16-bit machine word yields an XML digit with 14 bits of magnitude. For simplicity XML digits are input or output to and from the simulator as multi-digit, positive or negative radix-10 integers. So, for instance the XML digit with the magnitude -1024 is keyed into the simulator as exactly same string; -1024. (The simplicity is in relation to the implementation, not the user, although radix-10 should not be a great inconvenience for the user.)

Usage

In operation, the simulator functions as a sequential interpreter. Programs, consisting of sequences of “instructions” and “statements” are either typed directly into the simulator at its ready prompt, or presented to it in a file via a include instruction. Instructions are commands that directly tell the simulator to perform some meta-action (e.g. clear_reg tells the simulator to clear all its registers). Statements consist of an XLU primitive operation, followed by its arguments, the keyword to and the location (register) to store the result.

Here is a simple example of using xmc to directly interpret a single XLU primitive operation⁹ statement:

⁹Notice that XMC recognizes add_i for the XLU primitive operation addi. We had to code the primitive ops names into the simulator with underbar-separators, but we frequently dropped them when writing notes or referring to them in email, and ended up
$ xmc
>interpret
>add_i 500 1400 to %0
>print %0
  1900
>quit
xmc done
$

First of all, the interpret instruction places the simulator in direct interpreter mode – each carriage-return is assumed to signal the end of either an XMC instruction or an XLU statement. Next, the intermediate sum of the two XLU digits “500” and “1400” is computed, and the result stored in register 0. Then the contents of register 0 are echoed using the XMC print instruction, and finally, the quit instruction exits the XMC simulator.

---

specifying them without underbars, while never changing the names in the simulator.